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the developer of the gta iv packages,
grand theft wiki, has been updated with

information from an upcoming patch that
will add more detail to the liberty city

storyline. this includes new missions, and
a new crime scene. a new character,

peter hill, is available for the player, and
in-game newspapers have been restored

to the city. [3] rockstar games has
announced that they will not be patching
in all of the liberty city storyline to the pc

version of gta iv, but have stated that
they will support it. chris booth has

announced that grand theft auto iv will be
released on september 15, 2010, for

playstation 3 and xbox 360. [3] in a series
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of blog posts, he has given a length
preview of the gameplay, with the game

featuring a full day and night cycle,
gameplay with police, prison, and other

criminals, driving mechanics, and
missions. rockstar has also announced
that the playstation 3 version will have

720p graphics, 1080i hd graphics for the
playstation 3, and is also planned to

release on november 1, 2010. [9] a demo
of the playstation 3 version of grand theft
auto iv has been released for playstation

network. [3] the game is available for
download on the playstation store, and

features niko bellic and the mission
"stress test". it can be downloaded

digitally, or for free as an incentive for
playstation plus members. additionally,
every playstation plus member will be

able to download the game for free and
play for 30 days before purchasing the

full game.
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The Complete Edition includes the original
game and three episodes from Liberty

City, released in 2007, 2008, and 2010. It
is available in both the standard

European-language version and a
localized French-language version of

Liberty City with a native soundtrack and
some additional features, but no new

content. [13] The Complete Edition also
includes a re-recorded bonus track

featuring all the radio stations in the
game. [13] Grand Theft Auto IV marks the
first expansion pack of Rockstar Games'
open world action-adventure video game

series. [9] Liberty City features
approximately 20 major locations and

several smaller ones, and is used as the
setting for the game. Type GAME Grand

Theft Auto IV Developer(s) Rockstar North
Rockstar Toronto (PC) Capcom (Japan)
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Cyberfront (Japan PC) Producer(s) Dan
Houser Rupert Humphries Writer(s)

Rupert Humphries Composer(s) Martin
Koppel Release Xbox 360, PlayStation 3,
PC 29 April 2009 18 May 2009 29 April

2010 17 October 2009 Type GAME Grand
Theft Auto IV Developer(s) Rockstar North

Rockstar Toronto (PC) Capcom (Japan)
Cyberfront (Japan PC) Producer(s) Dan

Houser Rupert Humphries Writer(s) Dan
Houser, Rupert Humphries Composer(s)
Martin Koppel Release Xbox 360, PC 17

October 2009 18 May 2009 29 April 2010
17 October 2009 5ec8ef588b
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